
JVL Response to the recommendations in 
the EHRC Report 
 

JVL has been working on our detailed response to the EHRC Report and will be issuing this 
document shortly.  Party members have asked us to produce some initial guidance on the 
recommendations as they attend branch, CLP and union meetings.  This is a crucial moment 
for the Labour Party and hard thinking is essential, a process to which we want to contribute. 

The EHRC requires the Labour Party to produce a response to their recommendations by 
10th December and the Leader has promised to implement every recommendation. But we 
believe blanket agreement without discussion is an unprecedented way to respond to any 
Report. Whatever the merits or otherwise of the Report and its recommendations, this is a 
fundamentally undemocratic approach to addressing this, or any, serious issue. 

JVL will be addressing all aspects of the report, including what is missing from it; however, 
the purpose of this present note is to comment specifically on the EHRC’s recommendations. 

The Report organises its recommendations under a number of headings (see pp 12 – 15), 
which we use below. We focus mainly on those proposals on which there can be more than 
one view. 

Living up to a zero-tolerance commitment 

Engage with Jewish stakeholders to develop and embed clear, accessible and robust 
principles and practices to tackle antisemitism and to instil confidence for the future 

In principle, this should be supported, but this support has to come with the recognition that 
there is no one Jewish community speaking with a single voice or view. All Jewish 
communities are strongly opposed to and deeply concerned about rising antisemitism but 
not all Jews are represented, for example, by the Board of Deputies and the Jewish Labour 
Movement. The party needs to engage with stakeholders representing all the major strands 
of opinion. Otherwise the destructive, factional deployment of this issue that has so far 
bedevilled discussion will continue. 

Make sure that it has a system and culture that encourages members to challenge 
inappropriate behaviour and to report antisemitism complaints. 

We would warmly welcome a system that enables people to feel confident to flag up what 
they see as instances of antisemitic behaviour, knowing that this will be treated in a serious, 
objective and non-partisan way.  There must be awareness of the risks of factionalism in all 
complaints to ensure this process is fair. 

Rebuilding trust and confidence in antisemitism complaint handling 



In line with its commitment, and as soon as rule changes allow, commission an independent 
process to handle and determine antisemitism complaints. This should last until trust and 
confidence in the process is fully restored and should ensure that independent oversight and 
auditing are permanently embedded in the new process 

A properly functioning disciplinary process is crucial to all organisations The Labour Party has 
not had one during the period covered by the EHRC Report, a point JVL has made 
consistently. 

The EHRC recommendation covers two future time periods. At the start the entire process 
would be carried out by an independent body; and once trust and confidence is regained 
control would pass back to the party, but under permanent external oversight. 

In either situation, the key requirement to avoid perpetuating discord must be the 
unchallengeable nature of that body’s independence. It is crucial that the independent body 
should not have taken a factional position on antisemitism over the recent period, nor be 
closely associated with an organisation which has done so. It will need to be robust in 
withstanding the extraordinary pressures that interested parties, accompanied by media fire-
storms, will place on it over particular cases, especially those involving high-profile 
individuals. This body will, therefore, need to be an existing solidly based organisation with 
its own reputation for integrity to defend and not liable to speedy ‘capture’ by one or other 
factional interest. 

Publish a comprehensive policy and procedure, setting out how antisemitism complaints will 
be handled and how decisions on them will be made. This should include published criteria 
on what conduct will be subject to investigation and suspension, and what will be considered 
an appropriate sanction for different types of proven antisemitic conduct. 

This is entirely appropriate and should be supported. The lack of such transparency has led 
to manifold injustices both to complainants but mainly, as the Report itself notes, to those 
complained about (‘respondents’). Its own sample of 70 cases found 46 examples of 
unfairness to respondents. 

Develop and implement comprehensive internal guidance for all stages of the antisemitism 
complaints process on:  

decision-making criteria 

robust record-keeping, including recording reasons for decisions 

timescales, and 

communication, including regular communication with complainants and clear rules 
regulating the use of informal methods of communication in the complaints process. 

That this should need saying highlights the utter incompetence of GLU during Iain McNicol’s 
tenure as General Secretary as revealed by the leaked Report. (The EHRC Report itself notes 
considerable improvements following the appointment of Jennie Formby as General 



Secretary.) The recommendation should be supported but with an additional requirement of 
proper communication with ‘respondents’, including specification of explicit charges at the 
outset, provision of details of the complaint and also of the complainant except where that 
might expose the latter to any risk. 

This last proposal was a clear recommendation of the Chakrabarti Report, commissioned by 
Jeremy Corbyn early in his Leadership (and buried by the previous General Secretary). When 
published, the Chakrabarti Report was roundly rejected by organisations such as the Board 
of Deputies and the Campaign Against Antisemitism, but is praised in the EHRC Report. 
Despite that the CAA repeated the characterisation of the Chakrabarti Report as “whitewash” 
on the very day of the EHRC Report’s release. 

Review and update the ‘Code of Conduct: Social Media Policy’ to make it clear that members 
may be investigated and subject to disciplinary action if they share or like any antisemitic 
social media content. 

This is entirely sensible and should be supported. 

Make sure that NCC panels are routinely assisted by an external lawyer in the same way that 
NEC antisemitism panels are 

Once again, this was one of the Chakrabarti Report’s recommendations, which should 
be supported. 

Education and training 

Three assorted recommendations focus on provision of ‘education and practical training’ for 

those who operate the complaints/disciplinary process 

those who have been found to have engaged in antisemitic conduct; and 

for party staff, officials, and post holders – presumably down to CLP and perhaps branch 
level. 

In all these situations there is a need to ensure education or training takes place in a 
protected space, where individuals can safely discuss their concerns, uncertainties and even 
mistakes without fear of naming and shaming, let alone disciplinary action. 

We support the recommendation that these programmes be developed “in consultation with 
Jewish stakeholders”, noting again the importance of recognising the range of perspectives 
amongst Jewish, as any other, people.  Whether that consultation is genuine and inclusive 
will be a test of the party’s good faith and commitment to education for development and 
growth (rather than for indoctrination or even punishment). 

 


